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About This Game
Kiya is a five minute virtual reality piece telling the story of two sisters valiant but unsuccessful efforts to try to rescue their
third sister, Kiya, from a deadly attack by her ex-boyfriend. Using two separate recorded calls to emergency workers, the
experience puts the viewer on scene as the tragic events unfold. With three women killed every day by their intimate partners in
the United States, Kiya is ultimately a call to action: this should never happen to anyone’s sister again.
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Title: Kiya
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Emblematic Group
Publisher:
Emblematic Group
Release Date: 6 Apr, 2016
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 8 64
Processor: i6 Intel
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia 980
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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It's a fun change of pace from your usual P&C game. If you like stuff like Demetrios' Big Cynical Adventure and Rusty Lake
Hotel then this is for you. Funny, surreal and entertaining while not very complicated.
The only thing that really annoyed me is that the dialogues are endless and I can't seem to speed them up. This game could have
done with more minigames and less endless debate.. Fast paced, fun survival game. Was with it since Gamejolt :). Old-school
platforming at its finest, complete with throwback graphics. The jumping puzzles are challenging, but not frustrating. This game
is a gem at this price, well worth the purchase.. Dont buy, not worth a single penny, bad graphics bad commands, go spend you
cash somewhere else. or put a litle more money and get a better game. not even worth for ppl whom wants to have all games
avaliable on steam.. I played Dark Fall: Lost Souls for about 4 hours, although letting it open while I was AFK caused Steam to
think I had about 56 hours of gameplay. I absolutely love horror graphic adventures and I can objectively say this game is
terrible.
The gameplay is very tedious, walking and turning around are slow actions, and you get stuck in the game without any signs of
what you should do next very often, which wouldn't be so bad if it didn't take you years to go from point A to point B and
explore it. Textures and animations lack details and make the game look older than it really is. The overall atmosphere is pretty
good, but in the end the only really scary parts are just cheap scare jumps (really cheap, literally just an image appearing and the
music going loud for a second).
The story reuses a lot of elements from Dark Fall: The Journal, and it's not bad, although the endings are incredibly
disappointing (there are two, they only depend on a line in the final dialogue).
The worst thing about this game is the voice acting. It is AWFUL, most of the time lacking emotion or, on the contrary,
sounding too forced. It kind of reminded me to the voice acting in Resident Evil 1, but I would choose RE1's any time.
I bought this game 75% off and I would undo it. I wouldn't even try it if it was free. Really, it is THAT bad.
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May have wasted a good chunk of my day playing this game and not writing new material for the open mic tonight. A life well
wasted. Not even mad. 10\/10 would recommend.
So. I bought this game the moment it went on sale and finished it in 3 sittings. I am a fan retro RPG's and based off of the
description I could tell that this game would be something special.
The game plays with familiar themes and video game tropes in a way that it felt like I was having a conversation directly with
the developer about our collective video game history.
The writing is funny and feels honest and truthful while playing on ideas of morality and responsibility in a fantasy world
setting. There is much to explore with easter eggs everywhere.
The mechanics are interesting and the playstyle is customizable so that I had to do a fair amount of strategizing to defeat the
final boss which actually felt like a huge accomplishment.. Loving this game so far.
I read somewhere this is a PC version of RDR2 Online, but I think it can be much more. It also inspired me to update my potato
PC I've been playing on for almost a year. It does require a fairly decent rig to play. I was running a Gen 1 Ryzen 3 1300 with
16 GB RAM and a 1050 Ti 4GB card. It ran ok on all low settings with VRAM at 2-3 GBs, but my processor was maxed out.
So far the player base is decent for open world sandbox. A few trolls and exploiters, but for the most part much better initial
experience than ARK Survival and Rust at the start.

Conclusion: It's Alpha and will hopefully only improve. Already have a great time and no crying in a review if your PC can't
handle a game in Alpha.. I bought this game based on a recommendation, but sadly I would not recommend it myself. It's about
10 minutes worth of gameplay done through several turns with a little epilogue. It says the game "randomizes a unique story
every time you play", but on my second play through the results were already repeating themselves exactly as before.
It's too bad, this is a lovely little game with beautiful artwork and music. The game is so short that you really don't care if
anything "bad" happens, because you'll just finish and start a new game in five more minutes. Your choices really don't have
much impact.
The main reason I'm not recommending this is based on how much gameplay/replay value you get for the purchase price.
There's no reason this game should be priced over $4.99 at most.. All in all, I think this is a really fun game, and I've had a lot of
fun trying to complete the speedruns (which I'm usually not a fan of). For the price of only 6,99\u20ac, I would highly
recommend this small indie gem.. I love playing TD. But I don't understand the language. Can't even play new game.. I'm
reviewing this game as it's in a bubble. There's an updated version of the game, that interested people should get. It seems to be
just an improved version of A.R.E.S., if so, that's what you want.
A.R.E.S. is almost a Mega Man game. You get a character which has a array of guns, who runs through levels populated by
enemies, and beats them by shooting them.
However this game falls short of that mark because a few features. While the hero doesn't defeat enemies and get their powers,
he does beat an enemy and often gets an upgrade but he doesn't receive a specific power. In addition this is a linear game.
There's five levels and the player has to beat each in order, though he's able to go back and replay old levels.
That doesn't make it a bad game, but anyone looking to replace the blue bomber with this game might feel it falls short, however
the game is still a great game, and will remind players of Mega Man, even when it's clear this is different.
One big change in this game is the player is able to shoot in any direction, instead of just forwards and backwards, and that
allows the player to have a better fluidity of motion. There's also a few alternate attacks that ramp up the power. There's a
cannon that comes in and fires down, laying waste to enemies in the way. There's also a pair of grenades that can help destroy
enemies in the way. However the grenades have ammo, and they have to be replenished almost constantly. The cost is cheap, but
at the same time, this comes from the same currency you use to upgrade your weapons, so for my game I rarely used the
grenades.
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Overall though A.R.E.S. is a fun simple game. It's a bit short, though there's a difficulty mode that definitely will challenge the
player, a number of achievements that have different challenges attached, and a scoring system for the die hard fans. For five
bucks, it's easy to recommend this (or the remake). It might not be anyone's favorite game, but it's a rather enjoyable
sidescroller.. By pay to win i thought it would take longer to get the weapons...nope everything in the game is locked behind a
paywall
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